Guides Services in India
Rajasthan Travel Service is a proactive travel organization in Indian tourism
industry for the last 25 years. We are a professionally managed closely held
agency and management control is vested with the first generation promoter
entrepreneurs. Transaction level operations are executed by a team of
professionally qualified professionals, who are well versed with the
complexities of Travel & Tourism Trade. Our guest service team has a
cumulative experience of 300 man-years in tourism industry. The team is well
aware and equipped to cater to requirements of various market segments and
understands the nuances of tourism in India. Rajasthan Travel Service is an
extension of our travel initiative providing the travelers interested in visiting
India; all travel services under one roof.
Rajasthan Travel Service is recognized by the Ministry of Tourism, Government
of India, as a tour operator and travel agent. With our head office in Jaipur and
associates branches at major tourist destinations. We assure quality service,
detailed briefing and best attention to our guests, avoiding expensive long
distance calls and delays in settling any issues.

We provide Tourist Guides with qualities like:
A clear voice and self-confidence when speaking in public
To be enthusiastic and knowledgeable about their subject
To be able to absorb and remember large amounts of information
To be aware and able to keep track of people in the group
Flexibility, to cope with emergencies or unexpected incidents
Patience
To provide a high standard of customer service
Fluency in another language or languages, if working with non-English
speaking tourists
Rajasthan Travel Service provides India Government recognized Tourist
Guides for India Tours for:
Taking visitors around cities, religious sites, historic buildings, industrial
heritage sites, gardens, museums and other places of interest in India.
Providing detailed information about a site's history, purpose,
inhabitants, architecture, furniture, paintings, ornaments, flora and
animal life for a India tour.
Help in planning and possibly directing visitors to other places of interest
and related sites in India.

We also have Specialized Tour & Travel Guides and
Escorts for :
Medical Tourism

Wilde Life Tours

Industry visits

School and College Educational Tours

Information Technology and other Scientific Tours

Tribal and Village Tours

Pilgrimage Tours

Rajasthan Travel Service provides well trained, well
informed Tourist Guides and fluent in following
languages:
English
French
German
Japanese
Russian
Italian
Spanish
Chinese

